
The Higgs boson scam—fraudulent Physics by proxy

Background: In a TV Interview [Spotlight, with Al Gurnov, Russian TV (Sky 512) 3rd July 
2012] the Director General of CERN, Rolf-Dieter Heuer, stated, quite categorically "the only 
thing we don't know about the Higgs Bosun particle is whether or not it exists". Despite 
this, just 12 hours later, CERN released a Press statement saying it had "discovered a particle 
that  was  consistent with  the  theoretical  Higgs  boson"  and  that  the  discovery  was  "the  
strongest  possible evidence yet  for the existence of the particle".  Discovery of the Higgs 
boson, they claim, would support the so-called ‘Standard Model of Particle Physics’ favoured 
by cul-de-sac Physicists for the past 75 years.

The astute reader will note that nowhere has CERN ever claimed to have ‘discovered the  
Higgs Boson particle', only a particle that is 'consistent with‘...that 'looks like it', or ...'might  
be it'. Despite this, within hours of the Press-release, mainstream media broadcast 'Physicists  
discover the Higgs Boson particle'—so effectively that it duped the Queen of England into 
awarding Peter Higgs the 'Companion of Honour' in her 2013 Honours List, 'in recognition 
of his theory that the particle exists';—the award was given for his theory, not for anything to 
do with the discovery of a particle; the first case in the history of Science that an award has 
been given for a non-proven theory,  following a scam by physicists  in collusion with the  
media.

And  the  scam  continues;  on  7th  October  2013  The  Swedish  Royal  Academy  of 
Science awarded Higgs the Nobel Prize for Science for 'predicting the existence of the 
Higgs boson particle'. Again, to be clear, the award was not for the 'discovery' of the 
Higgs boson particle.  As usual,  within  4 hours  of  the  announcement,  mainstream 
media, after taking the bait, claimed that Higgs had received the Nobel Prize for his 
'discovery' of the Higgs boson', no doubt hoping that a repeat of the lie, often enough, 
would inspire belief.

But facts, are facts: Not a single researcher at CERN [or anywhere else in the World] 
nor CERN itself, has ever been given any kind of award for the discovery of the Higgs 
boson particle.  And here’s the smoking gun: Not a single researcher at CERN [or 
anywhere else in the World] nor CERN itself, has made a statement claiming to have 
‘discovered the Higgs boson particle’. So why has Higgs received an award at all? Is 
it any surprise that he could not be found to comment on his Nobel Prize; the BBC 
said … 'he was too shy to comment'. 

As  for  the  so-called  'Standard  Model',  of  Particle  Physics,  it  cannot  explain  why 
objects fall to the ground (how gravity works), or how Electricity works at atomic 
level—why an electric current produces a magnetic field—or even why a permanent 
magnet sticks to the 'fridge door. 

CERN has now, conveniently, shut-down its particle accelerator for a '3-year refit'; 
allowing the fraudulent Physicists time to retire, and disappear. 

Proof, if proof were needed, that all it takes for evil to succeed is that good men do 
nothing.


